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Abstract—Terrain navigation is a navigation technique that can
be used to aid the navigation system of marine vessels even in
GPS-denied environments. In this paper we discuss the different
factors contributing to terrain navigation performance, showing
that it cannot be characterized by a simple ”rule of thumb.”
Instead the performance is more appropriately estimated by the
Bayesian Cramér-Rao lower bound (BCRLB) along a proposed
trajectory, as long as we are guaranteed convergence of terrain
navigation, which is not always the case in self-similar terrain.
We therefore introduce a statistical test for local uniqueness of the
terrain, that fused with the BCRLB, produce a more conservative
lower bound that should be more realistically achievable for
terrain navigation algorithms. The results of comparisons of these
bounds for tracks simulated across a real bathymetry show that
the conservative bound behaves as expected. More development
and tests are, however, needed before validation of the proposed
bound against real terrain navigation algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Terrain navigation can provide global position updates for
vessels even in GPS-denied environments, such as under water,
as long as a digital terrain model (DTM) is available. By
correlating bathymetric measurements with the DTM, the best
matching position, along with its accuracy, is estimated and
integrated as a position measurement with the navigation
system of the vessel.
Because terrain navigation, in general, is a highly nonlinear
estimation problem, it is not possible to precisely characterize
the expected performance by a simple ”rule of thumb.” The expected performance of this navigation technique will, however,
be an important input to the path planning systems of both
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs), when operating in environments without
GPS, or other infrastructures providing global positioning.
Previous work has mainly focused on the theoretical performance of terrain navigation, establishing different lower
bounds on the position accuracy, see e.g. the summary by
Meduna [1]. The theoretical bounds typically assumes that the
terrain navigation algorithm has converged near the correct
solution, which is not always the case. Reynaud and Louis
[2] used one of these bounds, the Bayesian Cramér-Rao
lower bound (BCRLB), to establish a scalar local metric
that can be used by a path planner for optimizing terrain
navigation performance. The metric is based on the norm of
the local terrain gradient, and can therefore be pre-computed
for the DTM. In earlier simulation studies, Mandt [3] found
that a metric based solely on the terrain gradient did not
correlate well with accuracy in cases of self-similar terrain.
He introduced a uniqueness metric based on the number of

Fig. 1. Terrain navigation measurement overview. DTM courtesy of Norsk
Hydro.

equal depths along a line of bathymetry that showed higher
correlations.
We introduce a new approach based on these previous
efforts. First we pre-compute a uniqueness map for each grid
point of the DTM. We then calculate the BCRLB along a
proposed trajectory, and only perform measurement updates
of the bound if we pass a statistical test of uniqueness. In this
way uniqueness and BCRLB are fused to establish a more
conservative, and more realistically achievable, lower bound
for position accuracy for a terrain navigation aided inertial
navigation system (INS) along the proposed trajectory.
II. BAYESIAN TERRAIN NAVIGATION
We consider a loose integration of terrain navigation with
an INS as described in [4]. Fig. 1 gives a sketch of the terrain
navigation measurement setup. The position xk = (xk , yk , zk )
of the platform at time t = tk is modeled by
xk+1 = xk + uins,k + vk ,

(1)

where uins,k is the position displacement from tk to tk+1
estimated by the INS, and vk ∼ N (0, Cv ) is a Gaussian
distributed white noise, with known covariance Cv , modeling
the error-drift of the INS. The mk bathymetric sensor measurements at tk , the ping, is a set of 3D measurements vectors
k
(ξk , ηk , ζk ) = {(ξk,i , ηk,i , ζk,i )}m
i=1 , where ζk denotes the
vertical components, the depth profile, and (ξk , ηk ) denotes

the horizontal components, the swath. The measurement model
for the bathymetric measurements is then given by
(2)

where wk ∼ N (0, Cw ) is Gaussian distributed white noise
with known covariance Cw , that models both DTM and measurements errors. The measurement vector function hk (xk ) =
k
{hk,i }m
i=1 has scalar components
hk,i = h(xk + ξk,i , yk + ηk,i ) − zk .
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III. P ERFORMANCE
How accurate is terrain navigation? The answer cannot
simply be given as a single metric, or through a ”rule of
thumb.” It is clear from the measurement model (2) that this
really depends on the actual terrain, and our knowledge of
it through the DTM h(x). In completely flat terrain, there is
no performance increase from terrain navigation. Our short
answer is therefore based on experience: in favorable terrain,
the accuracy is typically comparable to the resolution of the
DTM [7], [8]. But what exactly is favorable terrain? The
factors that contribute to the performance are:
• Terrain variability and non-similarity
• DTM - horizontal resolution and depth accuracy
• Bathymetric sensor - swath geometry and resolution, and
depth profile accuracy
• INS error-drift between pings
• Initial information
The following sections deal with these factors, and are the
long answer to the question of terrain navigation accuracy.
A. Resolution matters
It is easy to apprehend that resolution matters, but the dependency of resolution in this problem is not straightforward. If
the terrain is linear, increasing the resolution for the sensor and
the DTM will not necessarily increase the accuracy by much.
It will typically only reduce the overall noise of the sensor
and DTM compared to the true terrain. In nonlinear terrain,
however, there is a general increase in performance with higher
resolution. A sea floor that seems flat in low resolution, may
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Fig. 2. High resolution sensor. The beam width is small compared to both
DTMs, which gives expected measurement modeled by point intersection.
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The scalar function h(x) = h(x, y) represents the DTM,
which outputs sea floor depth at a given position x. In
Bayesian terrain navigation the goal is to estimate a probability
density function (PDF) p(xk |Zk ) for the position of the
platform given the set Zk of measurements received so far,
and an initially known PDF p0 (x0 ) at t = 0. The solution
to this problem is a pair of recursive equations, solving a
convolution equation for the time evolution, and using Bayes’
rule for the measurement update, see e.g. [1], [4]–[6], The INS
we consider is based on a Kalman filter, in which Gaussian
densities are assumed, so in order to use the resulting filter
PDF p(xk |Zk ), it is tested if it is accurately approximated
by a Gaussian xk ∼ N (x̂k , Cx̂k ), where x̂k and Cx̂k are the
position estimate and covariance matrix, respectively, based on
the filter density. If so, the INS is updated and the Bayesian
filter is reset, and ready to process a new sequence of pings.
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Fig. 3. Low resolution sensor. The beam width is small compared to the high
resolution DTM, which gives expected measurement modeled by an area of
intersection.

be highly variable in high resolution, as shown in the example
in Fig. 2. In order to fully exploit a high resolution DTM,
the sensor also needs to have high resolution. Consider the
difference shown between the high resolution sensor in Fig. 2
and the low resolution sensor in Fig. 3. The low resolution
sensor will receive a signal from an area of the sea floor
containing variability, rather than the signal received from a
”point” on the sea floor by the high resolution sensor. For the
rest of the paper we assume that the resolution of the sensor
and that of the DTM are comparable.
B. Variability and nonlinear effects
To look closer at variability, we will consider a 1D-problem
for a single measurement for a stationary platform with
true position at the origin, i.e. xk ≡ 0. The estimation
problem (1)-(2) is solved by Bayes’ rule to calculate the
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Fig. 4. Linear sea floor. Initial position is given by broken line, and true
position is at the origin. The filter density p(x0 |Z0 ) is Gaussian.
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Fig. 6. Self-similar nonlinear sea floor. Initial position is given by broken line,
and true position is at the origin. The filter density p(x0 |Z0 ) is multi-modal
with MLE given at the wrong mode, further away from the true position than
the initial estimate.
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Fig. 5. Nonlinear sea floor by piecewise linear segments. Initial position is
given by broken line, and true position is at the origin. The filter density
p(x0 |Z0 ) is skewed compared to the initial Gaussian, with MLE unchanged
by the measurement update.

filter density p(x0 |Z0 ) with an a priori known position PDF
p0 (x0 ) = N (−20, 502 ) and a measurement error distributed
as pw = N (0, 1).
For the special case of linear terrain, the smallest amount
of variability, as shown in Fig. 4, the estimation problem (1)(2) can be solved analytically by the recursive Kalman filter
equations [9]. The resulting filter PDF is a Gaussian that can
be used directly by the INS. For this case, the Kalman filter
is also the optimal solution, which gives an achievable lowerbound on the performance. The Kalman filter also provides a
good solution to weakly nonlinear terrain, where the filter PDF
is still single modal and Gaussian-like. In strongly nonlinear
terrain single modality can no longer be guaranteed, and the
PDF is more and more dissimilar to a Gaussian. Fig. 5 shows
an interesting example of piecewise linear terrain, sloping

down with a flat central part. Since there is no new information
in the central part, the resulting filter PDF has the same most
likely estimate (MLE) as the a priori density. The density is
however substantially dampened in both ends, and skewed
by the update through Bayes’ rule. The overall accuracy
increases, even though the measurement is done over a flat
part of the bathymetry. An interesting point is that if the
single measurement was augmented by a larger depth profile
of measurements over the flat part, an operator would see a flat
measurement profile resulting in an accurate position update
from terrain navigation. It is the combination of the variability
of the DTM and the measurements that matters.
In self-similar nonlinear terrain the PDF will frequently be
multi-modal, and there is no guarantee that Bayesian terrain
navigation will converge even though there is a lot of terrain
variation. The example shown in Fig. 6 even shows that the
MLE of the filter density ends up at the wrong position, but
there are several disjoint areas with high probability giving
a multi-modal filter density. In this case it is no longer
reasonable to extract a single estimate from the PDF to pass
back to the INS.
C. Bayesian Cramér-Rao lower bound
The terrain navigation estimation model given in Equations
(1)-(3) describes the statistical and geometrical properties of
the problem. DTM and sensor accuracies are modeled in the
measurement noise covariance Cw , whereas the INS drift
is modeled in the dynamic equation (1) and in the process
noise covariance Cv . The terrain variability is related to the
gradients of the DTM function h(·). All of these factors,
together with the initial position uncertainty, contribute to the
theoretical position accuracy that is possible to obtain, given
the model and the measurements. In this Section we explore
a theoretical lower bound on the estimation accuracy, namely
the Cramér-Rao Lower bound (CRLB). It should be stressed

that this bound is only accurate if the model used is the correct
one. In most real-life problems, there are some discrepancies
between the estimation model and the true system that the
model is applied to. When this is the case, one should not
expect the real accuracy of the estimator to be close to the
CRLB in all cases.
When estimating an unknown parameter with no prior
statistical information, i.e. in Fisher estimation, the CRLB
[10], [11], gives the lowest theoretically attainable estimation
variance for any unbiased estimator. An estimator that is able
to attain the CRLB is often called an efficient estimator, and in
the case of Fisher estimation, the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimator is known to be efficient.
In Bayesian estimation, the CRLB needs to be extended, in
order to take the prior information into account.The so-called
Bayesian Cramér-Rao lower (BCRLB) bound, also known
as the posterior CRLB, was presented for recursive terrain
navigation purposes in [12], based on earlier work by [13].
For the terrain navigation estimation problem formulated in
(1)-(3), it can be shown that the BCRLB can be formulated
recursively as
Pk ≥ Jk−1 ,

(4)

where Pk is the error covariance matrix of the Bayesian
estimator and Jk is computed recursively as
Jk+1 =
T

E[(∇xk+1 hk+1 (xk+1 ))

(5)

where ∇x denotes the gradient operator with respect to x
and the expectation is to be taken over the true probability
density function of xk+1 . Since this probability density is not
known, it has to be approximated. One possible approach,
which we use herein, is to use Monte Carlo sampling to
evaluate this expectation. Starting from the assumed initial
distribution p(x0 ), a large number M of samples is drawn. As
time evolves, these samples are updated based on the dynamic
equation (1), in a similar fashion as in a Sequential Monte
Carlo method [14], such that the sought expectation can be
evaluated as
−1
E[(∇xk hk (xk ))T Cw
(∇xk hk (xk ))]

≈

M
1 X
−1
(∇ i hk (xik ))T Cw
(∇xik hk (xik )),
M i=1 xk

D. Uniqueness
As shown in section Section III-B, self-similar terrain poses
a difficult problem for terrain navigation. The general solution
using filter densities handles this properly by maintaining all
possible solutions. A Kalman filter based INS, however, can
only use one single solution. In [7] this is solved by simply
skipping the INS-update if the filter PDF is multi-modal.
In a simulation study for terrain characterization for terrain
navigation, Mandt [3] found a correlation between achieved
accuracy and the uniqueness of the terrain. Uniqueness was
defined by a simple measure of the number of repeating depth
values along a line of bathymetry. Since it is difficult to
directly model this metric with respect to accuracy, we follow
a different strategy for dealing with uniqueness problems.
By mimicking the INS single modal requirement for update,
we will skip updating the BCRLB if there is a possibility
of uniqueness problem in the grid area. An uniqueness map
is first defined for every grid point in an area around true
position. Let xt denote the true position, and let (ξg , ηg )
denote the swath snapped to the nearest grid point resolution of
the DTM. The difference between the DTM profile on any grid
point and the DTM profile in the true position is then given
by d(x, xt ) = h(x, ξg , ηg ) − h(xt , ξg , ηg ). The uniqueness
map at xt is then defined by
−1
U (x, xt ) = d(x, xt )T Cw
d(x, xt ),

−1
Cw
(∇xk+1 hk+1 (xk+1 ))]

+ (Cv + Jk−1 )−1 ,

in some situations, particularly near DTM edges or when data
is missing.

(6)

where xik denotes the i-th Monte Carlo sample at time step k.
The computation of the BCRLB through Equations (5) and
(6) involves computation of the gradient of the h(·) function,
which in the terrain navigation application means taking the
gradient of the DTM. As DTMs are discrete models of the
actual terrain, and may also have missing values, computing
an accurate terrain gradient may be challenging at some grid
points. This will affect the quality of the computed BCRLB

(7)

which is the Mahalanobis distance between the DTM profile
at any grid point and the DTM profile at the true position.
The uniqueness map at true position is U (xt , xt ) = 0. Now
because of the symmetry in the arguments of U (x, xt ), we
can at any grid point consider that particular grid point’s
DTM-profile as the true profile, and the DTM-profile in the
true position as a ”measurement.” We can then statistically
test this ”measurement” at the grid point, e.g. by noting
that we would expect U (x, xt ) ∼ χ2m to be Chi-squared
distributed with degrees-of-freedom equal to the swath size
m. The test can reject possible solutions at grid points with
corresponding p-value less than a given threshold. If there
are any grid points a configurable distance away from the
true position, that cannot be rejected based on the uniqueness
map, we skip the measurement update of the BCRLB, i.e.
Jk+1 = (Cv + Jk−1 )−1 . This is a conservative approach that
may be able to capture the terrain navigation-INS integration
more realistically, than simply assuming that we will always
converge, as done when applying the BCRLB directly.
IV. S IMULATION RESULTS
A. Experiment
We tested the algorithm for estimation of performance
outlined in Section III-C and III-D for a 2.5 km x 2.5 km
section of a 10 meter resolution bathymetry from the Oslo
fjord shown in Fig. 7. The simulation parameters used in this
experiment are shown in Table I.

Fig. 7. Track and DTM overview. The tracks all run from south to north
covering varying topography.

Fig. 8. Uniqueness map at true position (white circle) for the whole DTM
in this example. The ”measurement” corresponds to a single ping of a single
beam sonar, but otherwise with the same parameters as given in Table I.

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

BCRLB
BCRLB w/ uniqueness filter

Track 1

Value

swath size
pings in batch
measurement error
tide error
error drift
initial error

m
σz
σd
σv
σx0

5
3
0.3 m
1m
0.1 m/s
10 m

2
0

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

1500

2000

2500

1500

2000

2500

1000
1500
Along track [m]

2000

2500

Track 2
4
RMS [m]

Symbol

2
0

0

500

1000
Track 3

5
RMS [m]

Parameter

RMS [m]

4

0

B. Results
Fig. 8 shows an example of the (1 − p)-value of the
uniqueness map for a grid point in the case of a single
beam measurement. Areas with high levels (1 − p) > 95%
are difficult to reject as possible solutions, and may cause
uniqueness problems for the current grid point being tested.
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First a regular BCRLB computation was done for each of
the four tracks shown in Fig. 7. This was done by collecting a
batch of pings (snapped to grid) for each measurement update
of the BCRLB, but otherwise using the INS modeled propagation in the time δt between the batch of pings, as described
in Section III-C. The initial covariance matrix was then given
by C0 = σx20 I, the error drift covariance as Cv = σv2 δtI, and
the measurement covariance as Cw = σz2 I + σd2 1, where 1 is
the matrix of ones.
Next we pre-computed a uniqueness map for a radius of 7
grid points for each grid point, given the same swath and the
same number of pings. We then filtered the map for uniqueness
problems for a corresponding p-value lower than 0.05%, where
t) m
p = p(x, xt ) = Γ( U (x,x
, 2 ), and Γ is the incomplete
2
gamma function. The BCRLB was computed the same way as
above, but if the current grid point had a uniqueness problem
located outside a radius of 2 grid points, the measurement
update step of the BCRLB was skipped.

5
0
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500

Fig. 9. A comparison of the RMS of the BCRLB (red) with the RMS of the
uniqueness filtered BCRLB (blue) for the four tracks in Fig. 7.

pThe root-mean-square norm (RMS) of the BCRLB,
tr(J −1 ), for all the four tracks, both with and without the
uniqueness filter, are shown in Fig. 9. The main difference
between the two lower bounds are in areas of the map with
lower terrain variability. In these areas the uniqueness test will
stop measurement updates of the BCRLB, while the regular
BCRLB will exploit any small variation in the otherwise
flat terrain. There are also some differences in areas with
more varying terrain, where the uniqueness filtered BCRLB
is updated less frequently than the regular BCRLB. In areas
with high terrain variability, there is no difference between the
two versions of the lower bound.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed the different factors that contribute to
terrain navigation performance. Many of these factors are

captured by the BCRLB, but the BCRLB is only valid near the
true solution. In the case of self-similar terrain, the solution is
multi-modal and we are not guaranteed that terrain navigation
converges in this case. We therefore introduced a statistical
test of local uniqueness for the DTM, and fused this test with
the BCRLB to arrive at a performance metric that can be
calculated, and which includes also the case of self-similar
terrain.
The new metric was tested on real bathymetry, and compared to the regular BCRLB. The results of the metric are
similar to the BCRLB in variable parts of the bathymetry,
and the behavior is as expected in areas with less variability,
where the new metric shows a more conservative performance.
Once the measurement geometry and accuracy of the sensor
is known, the uniqueness map can be pre-computed. The
uniqueness filtered BCRLB can then be used as a metric for
a path planner running optimization with respect to choice of
trajectory to cross over the bathymetry.
There are at least two major shortcomings with the current
approach. First of all, we need to incorporate appropriate prior
information into the uniqueness test to get a more seamless
integration for the whole estimation problem. The second
shortcoming is the dynamical model used in the estimation
problem, which does not accurately model the INS error drift
for longer periods of time. A more advanced model would
require more state variables and longer running time, but
would improve the performance estimation when passing over
larger areas of low variation bathymetry. The final algorithm
should then be validated with terrain navigation based on both
simulations and real data.
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